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Overview

We set 2 different measurement precision goals
For the relative bunch width (each bunch measured separately)

Aim at relative measurements only
Assume that the vertex resolution will not change during the fill
⇒ Only the statistical error matters

For the absolute beam width (one measurement for the whole beam)
Combine this measurement with β (from an independent measurement) to derive the
absolute beam emittance (ε = σ2/β)
Choose the beam width measurement period in such a way that the statistical error
becomes negligible compared to the vertex resolution systematic
⇒ Only the systematic error matters
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Bunch width measurements (1)

Determine the bunch width σbunch by fitting a Gaussian to the distribution of the
transverse position of the beam-gas vertices reconstructed in a certain time
interval ∆t

The relative error δσbunch/σbunch is the statistical error of the fit:
δσbunch

σbunch
=

1√
2Ngood

Ngood = Rinel ∆t Fgood

Assuming ρ(z) constant in ∆z:
Rinel(in Hz) = 2.5× 1016 p(in mbar) ∆z(in cm) σpA(in cm2)N frev(in Hz)

Additional factor needed when there are more than one atoms per molecule
Fgood depends on

What we call a “good” event, i.e. cut on the number of tracks per vertex
The detector acceptance
The beam energy
A of the target gas
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Bunch width measurements (2)

In the following, assume

Target gas: Ne

p = 64× 10−9 mbar; ∆z = 1 m

1.15× 1011 p/bunch

NTr ≥ 7 (somewhat arbitrary)

Large Detector Small Detector

Ebeam = 450 GeV Ebeam = 7 TeV Ebeam = 450 GeV Ebeam = 7 TeV

F ∗
good(NTr ≥ 7) 0.57 0.73 0.006 0.10

Rinel [Hz] 50.3 61.0 50.3 61.0
Rgood [Hz] 28.7 44.5 0.3 6.1

δσbunch / σbunch (1 min) [%] 1.7 1.4 16.7 3.7

∆t for δσbunch / σbunch = 5 % [s] 7.0 4.5 667 33

∗Fgood estimated for Oxygen target. It will be O(10 %) larger for Neon

Large Detector: covers 3 < η < 5

Small Detector: two 10× 10 cm squares on left/right of the beam-pipe (covers
roughly 4 < η < 5, but only on the left/right)
The gas pressure p = 64× 10−9 mbar was chosen such that we get Rgood = 1 Hz
at Ebeam = 7 TeV, with a Small Detector and with NTr ≥ 10

See Massi’s talk at BGV meeting #2: https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/
access?contribId=7&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=219140

https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=7&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=219140
https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=7&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=219140
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Bunch width measurements (3)

Proposal:
Goal for final BGV: relative bunch width measurements with 5 % relative
uncertainty in 10 s

Comment:
With the prototype detector (which has smaller acceptance), the 5 % bunch width
measurements will take about 10 min at 450 GeV, and about 30 s at 7 TeV

Actually, the currently foreseen prototype detector has sensors of 18 × 18 cm, so the
needed time will be lower (factor of 2?)
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Beam emittance measurements (1)

Aim at absolute beam width measurement with relative precision
δσbeam / σbeam = 2 %

Reminder: here we assume that the error is the vertex resolution systematic, while the
statistical error is negligible
If the relative error on β is 3.5%, the resulting relative error on ε is 5.3 %
This is the real challenge, and we cannot be too confident before we know the vacuum
chamber radiation length (important for MS), and other detector parameters

σ2
meas = σ2

beam + σ2
vtx.res ⇒

δσbeam

σbeam
=
σ2
vtx.res

σ2
beam

· δσvtx.res

σvtx.res

One possibility to achieve δσbeam / σbeam = 2 % is to have:
δσvtx.res / σvtx.res = 10 %. Feasibility demonstrated by VELO
σ2
vtx.res / σ2

beam = 0.2
The challenge is at 7 TeV, as σbeam is much smaller. σvtx.res does not depend on the beam
energy, but we can improve it by asking for more tracks per vertex (NTr)
At 7 TeV, the goal for σ2

vtx.res / σ2
beam seems achievable with NTr = 10, but I would prefer to be

conservative, and require NTr = 15
At 450 GeV, the goal for σ2

vtx.res / σ2
beam can be surpassed with only a few tracks per vertex, but

we need to require 5 (conservatively – 7) tracks per vertex to ensure primary vertex selection with
high purity

More details can be found in my talk at BGV meeting #7:
https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=2&resId=
0&materialId=slides&confId=242190

https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=2&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=242190
https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=2&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=242190
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Beam emittance measurements (2)

Now that we know how many tracks per vertex we need, we can estimate the time
needed to make the relative statistical uncertainty negligible, e.g 0.5 % (to be
summed in quadrature with the 2 % vertex resolution systematic)

For the rate estimates, assume
Same gas target

2800× 1.15× 1011 p/beam

NTr ≥ 7 at 450 GeV; NTr ≥ 15 at 7 TeV;

Large Detector Small Detector

Ebeam = 450 GeV Ebeam = 7 TeV Ebeam = 450 GeV Ebeam = 7 TeV

F ∗
good(NTr ≥ 7) 0.57 – 0.006 –

F ∗
good(NTr ≥ 15) – 0.31 – 0.002

Rinel [kHz] 141 171 141 171
Rgood [kHz] 80 53 0.8 0.3

∆t for rel. stat. error = 0.5 % [s] <1 <1 25 67

∗Fgood estimated for Oxygen target. It will be O(10 %) larger for Neon
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Beam emittance measurements (3)

N.B.:
As explained in the previous slides, the systematic error estimates are
based on a “rule of thumb” calculation

More in-depth studies with the toy-MC BGV detector would allow statements with higher
level of certainty to be made (simulate the beam width measurement)

In addition, only the vertex resolution systematic is taken into account
One should keep in mind that other systematics may play role too (e.g. the transverse
gas homogeneity)

Proposal:
Goal for final BGV: absolute beam width measurements with 2 % relative
uncertainty in 10 s

Assumes beam composed of 2800 nominal bunches
Assuming δβ / β = 3.5 %, the corresponding δε / ε (relative error on the absolute beam
emittance) is 5.3 % in 10 s

Comment:
With the prototype detector, the absolute beam width measurements with 2 %
relative uncertainty will take about 30 s at 450 GeV, and about 1 min at 7 TeV


